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CHAPTER 1

DO I HAVE A CASE?
When a bike accident leaves you struggling with a long, painful recovery and substantial
medical bills, you are probably counting on recovering compensation to pay your bills and
cover your expenses.
To be eligible for compensation, you must be able to demonstrate another party is partially
or totally responsible for your injuries through negligence, carelessness, or intentional
wrongdoing. However, that is only one aspect that makes a strong injury case. An experienced
personal injury lawyer will consider many factors to determine if you have a good case and
whether they want to take it.
N Does the police report place blame on you or both parties? This can make your case
challenging.
N Did you suffer injuries? Even with clear liability, an attorney is unlikely to take your case
if you suffered very limited damages.
N How significant are your damages? The more extensive your injuries and other damages,
the stronger your case and the more likely a lawyer will take it.
N Did you seek medical treatment promptly? If you waited too long to seek treatment, it can
damage your case and make it hard to win. A lawyer may decline taking your case.
N Are you within the statute of limitations? As a general rule, you have just two years to file
a lawsuit after your accident in California.
N Are there issues that may make your case hard to win? For instance, if you delayed seeking
medical care, made harmful statements to the insurance adjuster, and there are other
issues with your case, a lawyer may decline to take it.
There are other reasons a lawyer may decline your case, such as being outside their area or
expertise or a case requiring resources they do not have. You may still have a case, even if an
injury lawyer has declined to take it.
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DO YOU HAVE A CASE?
Contact Berman & Riedel, LLP for a free case review today.
We will help you understand if you have a case and explore
your legal options.
CALL 858-302-4264 TO
SPEAK DIRECTLY TO A PARTNER

Below, we will explore the two biggest factors that determine whether you have a case.

LIABILITY: ARE MOTORISTS ALWAYS AT FAULT?
It’s a common misconception that, in a collision between a car and a bicycle, the motorist
is almost always to blame. The truth is bicyclists can also be at fault for a collision. In many
cases, both parties even share liability due to their actions. One study on bicycle accidents in
San Diego County even found bicyclists were at fault the majority of the time.
Bicyclists have the same duty as drivers to avoid accidents, exercise caution, and mitigate
damages. Under California law, bicyclists must obey the vehicle code and traffic laws just
like motorists. Right-of-way violations, including running a red light or stop sign, are common
reasons bicyclists are found liable in an accident.
California uses a pure comparative negligence system to assign liability in an accident. Each
party is liable for their share of damages. For every 1% of fault that is assigned to you, your
recovery is reduced by 1%.
You may still sue the driver if you shared fault for the accident or your injuries, but it may
weaken your case or make it challenging to recover damages.

OPTIONS FOR PURSUING COMPENSATION
Depending on the unique factors in your case, you may have multiple avenues to pursue
compensation. These legal options also impact whether you have a case and its potential value.
You may have a claim against one or more people for your damages. This may include:
• One or more motorists who caused your accident
• The at-fault motorist’s employer if they were on the job
• A municipality if dangerous road conditions caused your accident
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You have two broad options to seek compensation: filing an insurance claim against the atfault party’s policy or your own or filing a lawsuit against the at-fault party.
If you suffered serious injuries, the insurance company may not be willing to make a fair
settlement offer. In this case, filing a lawsuit may be the next step.
Sadly, many injured bicyclists discover that the party at fault for their accident does not have
adequate coverage for their damages. In California, drivers must only carry minimum bodily
injury liability coverage of $15,000 per person and $30,000 per accident. This is unlikely to
cover you if you were seriously hurt. You may even discover the at-fault driver did not have
insurance at all.
Your own auto insurance policy can cover you if you have uninsured/underinsured (UM/UIM)
motorist coverage. UM/UIM coverage can also cover you if you are hurt in a hit-and-run
accident.
Most bicycle accident injury cases are settled outside court through a settlement with
the insurance company. Even though your case probably will not go before a jury, legal
representation is still crucial to present the strongest case possible and negotiate with the
insurance company for the full value of your damages.
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CHAPTER 2

WHAT SHOULD I DO NEXT?
After a serious bicycle accident, you may be unsure what steps to take next. You may be
contacted by the driver’s insurance company soon afterward requesting a statement.
Meanwhile, you may be left unable to work and unsure how you will pay your bills.
As frightening as the accident was, the aftermath can be even more overwhelming. It’s
important to take the following steps next to protect yourself and the potential strength of
your claim.

CONTINUE TREATMENT & FOLLOW MEDICAL ADVICE
After seeking immediate medical attention following your accident, it’s vital to follow up with
your doctor. You may not realize just how injured you were in the days after your crash.
Be sure you follow your doctor’s medical advice. This is important not only for your recovery
but also to preserve your case. Your care team will likely give specific instructions that can
include:
N See specialists for treatment
N Return for follow-up visits
N Complete physical therapy
N Take medication to manage symptoms
N Avoiding alcohol or specific medications
N Restrictions on activities and exercise
N Work restrictions
Follow all medical instructions to the best of your abilities, keep your appointments, and
maintain a record of the treatment you receive.
Following all medical instructions to the best of your abilities, keeping appointments, and
maintaining a record of the treatment you receive help document your injuries and show
you are mitigating your damages. Failure to follow instructions can damage your case as the
insurance company may use it to claim you are not as injured as you claim.
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DO NOT LET THE INSURANCE COMPANY
MINIMIZE YOUR INJURY
Failure to follow medical advice and recommended treatments
can make it easy for the insurance company to argue your
injuries are not as serious as you claim. They may even try
to assign you more liability for your accident by claiming you
did not mitigate damages, or that your damages would have
been lower if you had followed care instructions.
CALL 858-302-4264 TO
SPEAK DIRECTLY TO A PARTNER

PRESERVE EVIDENCE
Make sure any evidence in your case is preserved as soon as possible. Do not throw away
your damaged bicycle, helmet, or the clothing you were wearing at the time of the accident.
Take photos and video of the scene of the accident and your injuries. As soon as possible,
write down everything you can remember. It will be hard or impossible to recall some details
as time passes!
Seeking legal representation as soon as possible can also help to preserve evidence. Your
bicycle accident lawyer may:
• Collect affidavits from witnesses.
• Take depositions of treating physicians.
• Recover traffic camera and/or private surveillance footage of the accident.
• Seek expert opinions about your injuries and prognosis.

KEEP RECORDS
Just as you should keep records of medical treatments, bills, time off work, and other expenses
related to your accident, you should also keep records of your recovery process.
Journaling is a helpful tool to track your recovery progress and truly demonstrate the impact
of your injuries on your daily life. You can use a journal to record:
• Daily pain levels
• Daily state of mind
• Physical or emotional challenges you encounter
• Setbacks and progress you make
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• Medical appointments and treatments
• Changes to your activities including tasks you couldn’t do without help

BE CAREFUL TALKING TO THE INSURANCE COMPANY
The insurance company may reach out to you soon after your accident requesting a statement.
Remember: the insurance company is not on your side, even if it’s your insurance company.
N During the first call with the insurance adjuster, remain polite and make a note of their
name and the company they represent. You can provide your name, address, and phone
number, but be careful about providing any other details.
N Do not provide details about the accident. Only state the basics of where and when
the accident occurred, the type of accident and vehicles involved, and the identity of
witnesses.
N Do not provide details about your injuries. The insurance company will need to know
about your injuries, but this discussion should be handled by an experienced attorney. Any
description of your injuries now may be used against you later if your injuries are more
serious than they seemed, you seem to minimize the severity, or you leave out details.
N Do not give consent to have the conversation recorded. You are not required to consent
to a recorded conversation, and it will be used against you if you make any statements that
can be misconstrued.
N Do not be fooled by a friendly or sympathetic attitude. Insurance adjusters often adopt
a friendly, casual tone and attempt to draw you into conversation. They may even seem
sympathetic and concerned about you. This is an attempt to get you to lower your guard
and make statements they can use against you.
N Do not agree to any settlement offer without speaking with a lawyer. The insurance
company may offer you a settlement soon after your accident, before you even know the
full extent of your injuries and losses. Do not accept without legal counsel because a
settlement will waive your right to any additional compensation, no matter how seriously
hurt you turn out to be.
During any conversations with the insurance adjuster, be on guard and politely decline to go
into detail until the appropriate time. Once you have legal representation, your lawyer will
take over communications to avoid any missteps that can harm your case.
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CONTACT A BICYCLE ACCIDENT LAWYER
Contact an experienced bicycle accident injury lawyer you trust as soon as possible after your
accident, and before making any statements to the insurance company. Your lawyer will take
over communications and begin building your case while you focus on healing.

TIME IS LIMITED!
In most cases, you have two years from the date of your
accident to file a lawsuit. Do not make the mistake of assuming
you have plenty of time! The longer you wait to pursue your
case, the harder it becomes to gather necessary evidence.
Contact Berman & Riedel, LLP today to discuss your case and
get help taking the next steps.
CALL 858-302-4264 TO
SPEAK DIRECTLY TO A PARTNER
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CHAPTER 3

DO I NEED A LAWYER?
Not all accident claims need the help of an attorney. However, the more complex your case
and the more serious your injuries, the more crucial it becomes to have legal representation.
Injured cyclists benefit from hiring an experienced California bicycle accident lawyer for many
reasons:
• Bicycle accidents involving a vehicle have a high chance of causing serious and lifechanging injuries
• Insurance companies aggressively fight cases that involve permanent disability,
disfigurement, or significant injury
• Damages can be complicated to calculate and can require expert testimony to determine
the value of reduced quality of life, lost future income, and future medical needs
• Cyclists face a stigma as juries may believe they placed themselves in harm’s way riding
on the road
• Insurance companies and even law enforcement may unfairly blame bicyclists
• Many drivers maintain only minimum liability coverage (or lack coverage) which is
insufficient to cover even a few days of hospitalization
An injury lawyer allows you to focus on recovery while they put years of legal experience and
insight into your case.

A California bicycle accident attorney at Berman & Riedel,
LLP can represent you or your loved one on a contingencyfee basis. You receive the legal representation you need
without out-of-pocket costs. Attorney’s fees are only paid
out when and if your case is successful.
CALL 858-302-4264 TO
SPEAK DIRECTLY TO A PARTNER

HOW A BICYCLE ACCIDENT ATTORNEY CAN HELP YOU
The insurance claims process can be difficult to navigate even when it only involves property
damage and financial losses. When you are already overwhelmed with the effects of your
injuries and a complete upheaval of your life, you should not be left alone dealing with an
insurance company that is only interested in limiting your payout.
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A skilled California bicycle accident lawyer helps you navigate the legal landscape, handles
negotiations and communications, and puts years of experience to work to build the strongest
case possible. You deserve a legal expert in your corner to fight for you against an uncaring
insurance company.
Here is what a bike accident lawyer can do to help you.
• Offer insightful legal advice and guidance
• Protect you from the insurance company’s tactics
• Independently investigate your crash to identify liable parties and gather evidence
• Accurately value your damages to seek the full compensation you need
• Develop a strong case with multi-faceted evidence that demonstrates the severity of
your injuries and how they will impact your life
• Take your case before a jury if the insurance company refuses to make a fair offer

PREPARING FOR YOUR CONSULTATION
As you prepare for your first consultation with a personal injury lawyer, you may be unsure
what to expect or how to prepare. During the consultation, the attorney will listen to your
story about your accident and ask any questions they have. You should bring any important
documentation related to your accident such as correspondence from the insurance company,
police report, medical records, and photos of your injuries and accident scene.
The consultation is your opportunity to decide if you feel comfortable with the attorney
representing you and handling your case. You may find it helpful to write down an account
of your accident, anything you think may be an issue with your case, and questions you have
which you can bring with you.
The following are questions you may have during the consultation.
N How many years of experience do you have?
N How many bicycle accident cases do you handle and what share of your practice do
they represent?
N How many of your cases result in a settlement and how many result in a jury award?
N Will you be my main point of contact during the case?
N Do you think I have a strong case?
N What aspects of my case do you think will be the hardest or most complex?
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CHAPTER 4

HOW BERMAN & RIEDEL, LLP
CAN HELP
Berman & Riedel, LLP is a prominent California law firm renowned for our success in handling
personal injury, bicycle accident, and brain injury cases. We have recovered tens of millions
for our clients in cases involving auto and bicycle accidents, pedestrian accidents, brain
injuries, catastrophic injuries, and wrongful death.
Our personal injury results speak for themselves.
Berman & Riedel, LLP has recovered more than $100 million in settlements and verdicts
for our clients and earned national recognition for our success in head injury and accident
actions. Our distinctions include California Top Rated Lawyer for 10 years running and the
prestigious top AV Rating by Martindale-Hubbell.
With decades of success and newsworthy settlements and verdicts, our law firm is selective
in which cases we accept. If we take your case, you can rest assured it is because we believe
in you and will aggressively pursue the full compensation you deserve.
At Berman & Riedel, LLP, we strive to deliver compassion, experience, tenacity, and exceptional
results to every client we represent. You deserve a compassionate and experienced bicycle
accident lawyer on your side to fight for the justice and compensation your family needs. We
are here to put our experience and reputation to work for you.

Contact Berman & Riedel, LLP today for a

FREE CASE EVALUATION.
You pay nothing unless we win.
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